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1 About Rocaloid

Rocaloid is a free vocal synthesis system.
Please notice the bold word “system”, which differs it from a “software”

or “application”: in a broad sense, Rocaloid provides a series of tools and
libraries from the very basic DSP libs to synthesis engine and musical score
editor. In a narrow sense, what Rocaloid represents in this reference is the
back-end of this system.

1.1 Purpose

Rocaloid aims at singing voice synthesis rather than speech synthesis(though
it is possible to be used as a speech synthesizer).

The description for history of Rocaloid Project can be found on our web-
site:

http://www.rocaloid.org

1.2 Why Reinventing the Wheel?

In the back-end of Rocaloid, we code everything from scratch. This is
because we have to design “special wheels” that help us organize our codes
and code efficiently.

From the very basic level, RUtil2 provides the whole project with a frame-
work to build highly modular and versatile programs, while maintaining high
efficiency. So we have to write higher level libs based on RUtil2, which in-
cludes lots of works to do.

All the efforts finally aim at avoiding us from making more efforts, spend-
ing more time on restructuring. This is what we have learned in the past.
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For the same reason, we refuse to use C++ instead of C in Rocaloid. We
do not mean that C++ is any worse than C. C++ just provides too many
features that choosing the wrong alternative may harm the structure of our
project.

2 Current Status

The development of Rocaloid3 started in September, 2013. The core
synthesis engine, CVE3, was finished in December. However, a crucial defect
was detected in the algorithm and we had to redesign the engine.

Our decision was to abandon CVE3 and move on to CVE3.5, by the way
restructuring the whole project.

We have adopted SMS and EpR algorithm for the new synthesis engine.
Currently we are in the half way of restructuring.

3 About the System

3.1 General Diagram

From the users’ point of view, Rocaloid reads in a musical score file with
melody and lyrics, accesses to a soundfont database, and outputs a .wav
sound file.

The soundfont is sampled from a real person(the sound provider). The
raw samples undergo preprocesses(e.g. segmentation) and are then converted
to sound font format.

Figure 1: General Concept of Rocaloid3
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3.2 Inside Rocaloid

After Rocaloid starts up, the musical score file is first converted to a
vocal description file. This file describes voice in a phonetic level(lower than
muscial level). The second step is to convert the voice description file to a
soundfont-specific engine script. Many details of voice are generated in this
step, such as the exact duration for each phoneme.

Then the CVE synthesis engine is called. CVE directly reads the soundfont-
specific script and the soundfont database. The synthesis process may take
a while, and finally a .wav file is produced.
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3.3 Modules

Rocaloid3 is composed of the following modules:

RUtil2
A tiny library for Objected Oriented Programming
and dynamic data structure in C.

RFNL
A fast float-point numeric library. Contains basic
techniques such as FFT and interpolation methods.

CVEDSP2
A digital signal processing framework that wraps
some DSP techniques in interconnectable modules.

CVESVP
A voice analysis and processing library based on
CVEDSP2.

RFILE3 A library for file support and input/output.

CVE3.5 The core synthesis engine.

RUCE
Rocaloid UTAU Compatible Engine as another syn-
thesis engine.

RParagen The soundfont-specific script generator.

RToolChain A set of tools for building the soundfont database.

Beyond these modules, Wavetave is an audio processing sandbox written
in Octave Language and C++. All algorithms used by Rocaloid are first
tested in Wavetave.
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Figure 2: Dependency Chart of Rocaloid3
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3.4 For Developers

We are glad you are willing to contribute to Rocaloid.
To join the development team, please send an email to Sleepwalking and

describe yourself:

sleepwalking@rocaloid.org

You can also join the IRC channel #Rocaloid on freenode.net.
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